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Executive Summary 
Deliverable D2.1 Social media streams processing infrastructure presents the work 

performed in SYMPHONY under WP2 Collective Intelligence for Nowcasting, in particular in 

SYMPHONY Task 2.1 - Establishing Social Media monitoring Data Infrastructure and Task 2.2 

– Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion. 

This report describes the established scalable software infrastructure for collecting social 

media data stream and serving the collected data and its aggregates through an API. The 

data can be collected from three major incoming textual streams: (a) twitter, (b) main-

stream media and (c) blogs. The data get cleaned, annotated and indexed. It is made 

available through the API for the use in the rest of the project. 

The proposed infrastructure is (as listed in the Description of Work) based on the pre-

existing services developed by JSI in the projects FP7 X-LIKE, RENDER and PlanetData: 

NewsFeed (http://newsfeed.ijs.si/) for crawling, cleaning and annotating main stream news 

and blogs, Enrycher (http://enrycher.ijs.si/) for semantic text annotation, Event Registry 

(http://eventregistry.org/) for identifying events in the stream of news and QMiner for 

storing and analysing large scale data from streams. The key storage and analytics 

component for the social media sources is based on QMiner platform that is a joint work 

between JSI and Quintelligence company and is being used in several commercial services 

for intensive stream analytics. Within this task the listed components have been extended to 

enable dealing with social media streams in addition with a fast light-weight annotation. The 

result of this task is a software service running on a large-instance workstation for collecting, 

annotating and indexing of the incoming data, and providing data access and a number of 

additional functionalities through an API.  Services developed on the top of the platform run 

as independent web services. 

As an additional functionality we use the software component for cross-lingual detection of 

topic similarity developed in FP7 X-LIKE project (xlike.org) which allow matching of the 

documents with a similar content across different languages (based on statistical model 

trained from Wikipedia) and perform cross-lingual detection of topic similarities. Since the 

goal of SYMPHONY is to observe global information trends, such functionality will allow 

global monitoring of the information flow.  

Moreover we have built a strategy for extracting from the collected texts opinions indicating 

reporting bias on a particular topic in social media. Traditionally opinion extraction includes 

bi-polar sentiment extraction (i.e. extraction of positive, negative or neutral opinion). In this 

task the aim is to go beyond bi-polar opinion extraction to detect clusters of opinions which 

might reflect better picture of the discussed topics.   

Additional functionality provides an aggregated view on the intensity, geographical spread 

and time-span of information flow. Furthermore, we explore aggregation by sentiment and 

perform steps towards obtaining opinion scores and labels for the collected content which 

allows aggregation along different dimensions as necessary for policy modeling. 

http://newsfeed.ijs.si/
http://enrycher.ijs.si/
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1 Introduction 
Deliverable D2.1 Social media streams processing infrastructure presents the work 

performed in SYMPHONY under WP2 Collective Intelligence for Nowcasting, in particular in 

SYMPHONY Task 2.1 - Establishing Social Media monitoring Data Infrastructure and Task 2.2 

– Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion. The main objectives of this work 

(as listed in Description of Work) are to collect, annotate, index and store global information 

from social media streams including twitter data, main-stream media and blogs, to extract 

knowledge from information flows modeling information diffusion as well as to follow 

information across languages (using cross-lingual information matching) and detect multi-

polar opinions from the documents.  

The proposed infrastructure includes a number of pre-existing services, the most important 

NewsFeed (http://newsfeed.ijs.si/) for crawling, cleaning and annotating main stream news 

and blogs, Enrycher (http://enrycher.ijs.si/) for semantic text annotation, Event Registry 

(http://eventregistry.org/) for identifying events in the stream of news and QMiner for 

storing and analysing large scale data from streams.  

In addition, we describe a software component for cross-lingual detection of topic similarity 

developed in FP7 X-LIKE project (xlike.org) which allows the matching of the documents with 

a similar content across different languages.  

Moreover we present a strategy for detecting opinions in social media data that goes 

beyond bi-polar opinion extraction. Extracting clusters of opinions will help to reflect better 

picture of the discussed topics.   

The rest of this document provides an overview of the developed infrastructure, describes 

the process of observing, enriching and storing social media stream. User interface of the 

developed software is presented with illustrative functionalities. Cross-language and opinion 

diffusion software components are described as well as a link to modeling that will be 

presented in the next deliverable D2.2. 

2 Social media mining infrastructure overview 
Social media mining refers to data mining of content streams produced by people through 

interaction via Internet based applications. 

The Social Media Mining Component developed within Symphony project enables 

performing a number of activities that allow us to observe, enrich and store data from social 

media, as well as analyze how social medial signals align with macroeconomic trends. 

All functionalities of the Social Media Mining Component are developed and described in the 

deliverables of the WP2: Collective Intelligence for Nowcasting. 

2.1 Social media data characteristics 
Researchers dealing in the area of social media mining usually characterize social media data 

as dynamic, noisy, informal. 

http://newsfeed.ijs.si/
http://enrycher.ijs.si/
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In the recent years a number of relevant approaches for social media data summarization, 

classification, clustering, information retrieval based on specific models have been 

developed.  

For instance, summarization of microblogs according to specific query has been suggested 

by Sharifi et al. [1]. Potthast and Becker [2] suggested an approach for opinion 

summarization of YouTube comments with tag clouds and sentiment detections. Language 

modeling has been used by Lee et al. [3] for mining the blogospheres and top news stories 

identification. 

Classification of the informal text, spam vs non-spam detection, clustering social media data 

into different classes, such as event and opinions have been hot topics for many researchers 

in the area of social media mining: Irani et al. [4] performed a study on classification of social 

spam profiles in MySpace, Ramage et al [5] used topic models for microblogs 

characterization, Sriram et al. [6] described an approach for short text classification in 

Twitter.  In relation to Twitter, Efron [7] has been working in the field of hashtag retrieval in 

a microblogging environment. Tsur et al. [8] that suggested new method for identification of 

sarcastic posts and Singh et al. [9] proposed to extract named entities from advertisement 

slogans.  

A number of researchers have been dealing with recommendation and tagging of informal 

texts. Wang et al. [10] suggested the improvement of news recommendation taking to the 

account user comments. Domain specific tagging of informal texts has been covered by 

Huang et al. [11] that trained taggers for the veterinary domain.  

Dealing with multilingual is an important research field in the area of social media mining. 

Rupnik et al. [12] suggested a method for multilingual document retrieval through hub 

languages, which have alignments with many other languages.   

Sentiment analysis is one of the main research fields in the area of social media mining, since 

a lot of valuable tasks can be solved with sentiment detection.  Sentiment analysis has been 

performed at different levels, starting with linking sentiment to public opinions [13] and 

proceeding with informal sentiment analysis in multiple domains and languages [14]. For 

proximity-based opinion retrieval Gerani et al. [15] performed the identification of relevant 

passages with sentiments within blog posts. Park et al. [16] suggested using NL techniques to 

discover and analyze user blog posts with sentiments to detect experiences. 

2.2 Social stream processing components 
The core of the Social Media Mining Component includes the following functionalities: 

- Observing Component. Receive data from Social media, call Enrichment component 

for data enrichment with additional features and send data to storage. 

- Enrichment Component. Enriches data from Social media with general and custom 
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Figure 1: Symphony Social Media Mining Component 

categories information, sentiment value etc. 

- Storage Component. Stores data from Social media. Provides a list of query 

functionalities: search by hashtags, search by keywords, search by users, 

aggregations by different features, such as sentiment, frequency etc. 

- Modeling Component. Learns models for nowcasting using SVM or linear regression 

to model time series from social media data. 

- User Interface Module.  Provides the front-end to users. Has views for users and 

administrators. 

Figure 1 presents the interconnections between functionalities of the Social Media Mining 

Component as a Social Media Mining pipeline. The data from Observing Component is 

passed to Enrichment Component and after enrichment further down to Storage 

component. Once stored the data is accessed by the User Interface Module for interactive 

browsing and visualization. In addition, in the work to come (D2.2) we will develop 

Modelling Component that will also access the stored social media data combining it with 

other data sources for the purpose of modeling. 

3 Observing social media streams 
One of the main tasks of Social Media Mining is to observe information from social media 

and to receive social media data.  

Observing Component is handling social media inputs obtained by JSI tools described in 

details below in this section. Observing social media is performed within IJS NewsFeed and 

TwitterObservatory. Received social media data are enriched and stored in a specifically 

adapted to storing social media storage.  

Figure 2 demonstrates the place of the Observing Component within Social Media Mining 

pipeline.  
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Figure 2: Observing Social Media 

 

3.1 IJS Newsfeed 
IJS NewsFeed1 is a tool for gathering data from news and social media, such as blogs and 

Twitter.  

IJS NewsFeed pipeline [18] is composed so that the tool periodically crawls RSS feeds, 

receives links to news articles and blogs, downloads and parses received inputs, taking care 

not to overload any of hosting servers. The new RSS sources mentioned in HTML are 

discovered and processed. Furthermore, data enrichment at a particular level is performed 

at the obtained inputs in English and Slovene. 

In addition to news and blog sources, IJS NewsFeed receives a 1% sample feed from Twitter, 

which gives us the possibility to effectively use this social media data in Symphony. 

As a constantly evolving tool, IJS NewsFeed gives its users the possibility to observe the 

upcoming news, blogs and tweets through the real-time newsfeed demo (Figure 3).  In 

Figure 3, the article locations are showed on the map, and more detailed information on the 

inputs (date and time of the article/blog/tweet, title, accompanied images, publisher etc.) is 

provided on the left panel of the page.  

                                                           
1  http://newsfeed.ijs.si/ 
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Figure 3: IJS Newsfeed Demo 

3.2 TwitterObservatory 
TwitterObservatory2 is a social media mining tool for data observation.  

TwitterObservatory uses enrichment and storage for data enrichment, search and analytics 

[19]. In addition, TwitterObservatory provides a suitable user interface that allows users to: 

- observe upcoming tweets, search by keywords, 

- search social media data by keywords, hashtags etc. 

- analyze social media  data by volume, sentiment etc. 

The observing functionalities and mechanisms behind TwitterObservatory are provided 

below in Section 3.2.1 Observing Tweets by Locations and 3.2.2 Observing Tweets by 

Keywords, while more detailed description of TwitterObservatory interface is provided in 

Section 6 User Interface. 

3.2.1 Observing tweets by locations 

This section provides a description of approaches behind gathering social media data.  For 

obtaining social media data from Twitter we have used REST Twitter API3. The Twitter API 

allows observing tweets by geo coordinates.  

Location can be considered as an important parameter of social media data within 

Symphony project, since nowcasting of macroeconomic variables is often a location based 

task.  

For Symphony project we have tested usage of geo coordinates from 4 EU countries (UK, 

Italy, Germany and Slovenia). From each country 10 largest cities (by population) have been 

picked out, then according to Twitter API requirements we have formed a geo coordinates 

boxes around each city coordinate and set them as filters into Twitter API requests. 

                                                           
2  www.twitterobservatory.net  

3  https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1  

http://www.twitterobservatory.net/
https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1
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 We were able to notice that level of Twitter data observation is different for each country – 

in particular, the highest number of tweets we have obtained from UK and the lowest – from 

Slovenia.  

Figure 4 demonstrates upcoming tweets from UK – the location of each upcoming tweet is 

pinned up on the map and the textual content of the tweet is provided on the right panel. 

 

Figure 4: Observing Tweets by Locations (UK) 

Table 1 demonstrates the number of tweets by locations obtained for 4 EU countries (period 

from November 2013 until July 2014). 

Table 1: Tweets by Locations 

Location Number of Tweets (archived) 

United Kingdom 31 GB 

Germany 1.35 GB 

Italy 4.13 GB 

Slovenia 0.36 GB 

 

While in course of Symphony project we currently applied the location based Twitter data 

gathering for 4 EU countries, the developed technique allows extension the number of 

covered countries in the future.  
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3.2.2 Observing tweets by keywords 

Another approach for obtaining tweeter data is to filter social media data by keywords. Up 

to 400 keywords can be used in one application that uses REST Twitter API.  For 

implementation of this approach we have used the following procedure: 

- select most common words from Wikipedia, 

- set up to 400 words in the filter. 

An example of most common words in English are provided below in Table 24: 

Table 2: Most Common Words in English 

Rank Word 

1 the 

2 be 

3 to 

4 of 

5 and 

6 a 

7 in 

8 that 

9 have 

10 i 

 

Over 500 GB of archived tweets have been observed in Symphony WP2 using keyword 

filters. 

4 Enriching social media data 
In order to generate additional features that can be used for modeling and nowcasting, as a 

part of Symphony Task 2.1 Establishing Social Media monitoring Data Infrastructure and Task 

2.2 Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion we perform enrichment of 

social media data. 

Data enrichment is used to enhance the raw data. In line with Symphony project, WP2 uses 

several tools and approaches for data enrichment described in Section 4.  

                                                           
4  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_English 
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Figure 5: Enriching Social Media 

WP2 data enrichment subcomponents and approaches include: Enrycher and EventRegistry 

services, Category Enrichment and Opinion Diffusion. 

4.1 Data enrichment with Enrycher 
Enrycher5 is a service-oriented system that aims to shallow and deep text processing 

functionalities. It has been used for Symphony for some of its processing functionalities. 

Enrycher processing functionalities include [20]: 

 topic and keyword detection 
 named entity extraction: names of people, locations and organizations, dates, 

percentages and money amounts 

 named entity resolution with respect to existing Linked datasets: DBpedia, YAGO, 
OpenCyc 

 named entity merging: co-reference and anaphora resolution 

 word sense disambiguation into WordNet 

 assertion extraction, by identifying subject – predicate – object sentence elements 
together with their modifiers (adjectives, adverbs) and negations 

 sentiment enrichment (English language) 

Figure 6 illustrates the general Enrycher Architecture, that is composed out of 9 services: 
Text Pre-Processing, Named Entity Extraction, Entity Resolution, Assertion Extraction, 
Disambiguation, Categorization, Entity Merging, Export to RDF, Visualization.  

                                                           
5  http://enrycher.ijs.si/ 
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Figure 6:  Enrycher Architecture 

In Symphony WP2 Enrycher is used for text processing and sentiment extraction of social 
media data. The sentiment values vary from -1.0 (negative sentiment) to 1.0 (positive 
sentiment). 

Example of sentiment identification with Enrycher: 

  

 

 

4.2 EventRegistry 
EventRegistry6 is a system for news analysis and world events identification. The system is 

able to identify groups of articles that describe the same event, including groups of articles 

in different languages.[21] From articles in each event it can then extract event's core 

information, such as event location, date, who is involved and what is it about. Extracted 

information is stored in a database.  A user interface is available that allows users to search 

for events using extensive search options, to visualize and aggregate the search results, to 

inspect individual events and to identify related events. 

For collecting data we use News Feed service which collects news articles from around 

75.000 news sources. The number of collected articles ranges between 100.000 and 200.000 

articles per day. The collected articles are in various languages, where most represented 

languages are English (50% of all articles), German (10%), Spanish (8%) and Chinese (5%).  

The system architecture includes a number of pre-processing steps, such as article semantic 

annotation, extraction of date references, cross-language article matching, detection of 

article duplicates; event construction steps, such as article clustering, cross-lingual cluster 

                                                           
6  http://eventregistry.org 

Text: "@Mr_Gear7 @FindThePhantom sorry Damian haha thought 

you were at work, I've walking all round Walsall and not 

found him :( too hard" 

 

Sentiment:-0.184843 

 

http://ailab.ijs.si/tools/enrycher/dependencies_scale1/
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matching, event formation, event info extraction and identifying related events; event 

storage and maintenance steps, such as manual entry of future events and event editing, 

event registry and API interface. 

4.3 Category enrichment and Opinion diffusion 
As Symphony Tasks 2.2 Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion suggests, 

raw data can be additionally enriched with categories and opinions. The results of cross-

lingual category enrichment are used for tracking of information flows across the social 

media. 

While Enrycher can perform topic and keyword extraction for English texts, a software 
component for cross-lingual detection developed in FP7 X-LIKE7 project can cover 
approximately 100 languages. 
 
Going beyond sentiment identification and detecting opinions is a crucially important task 
for indicating reporting bias on a particular topic in social media. 
 
Section 7 Cross-linguality and Opinion Diffusion of this document in details describes our 
approaches for handling cross-lingual information and detecting opinions. 

5 Storing social media data 
Storage and analytics of social media data is one of the main tasks of the social streams 

processing infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Storing Social Media 

                                                           
7  http://www.xlike.org/ 
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Figure 7 presents the connection between Storage Component and other components of 

social streams processing services. As shown at Figure 7, data storage is performed through 

QMiner – a data analytics platform for processing large-scale real-time streams. 

5.1 QMiner platform for social media 
QMiner8 is a data analytics platform for streams of structured and unstructured data that at 

the same time contains a number of techniques for supervised, unsupervised and active 

learning on streams of data. 

Figure 8 provides a possible example of QMiner storage for social media. 
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[ 
{ 
 "name" : "SocialMediaInput", 
 "fields" : [ 
  { "name" : "URI", "type" : "string", "primary" : true }, 
   
  { "name" : "Language", "type" : "string", "codebook" : true }, 
  { "name" : "DateTime", "type" : "datetime" }, 
  { "name" : "Title", "type" : "string", "store" : "cache" }, 
  { "name" : "Body", "type" : "string", "store" : "cache" }, 
      

{ "name" : "Sentiment", "type" : "float", "null": true },   
{ "name" : "ExtractedDates", "type" : "string", "null" : true }, 

  { "name" : "Date", "type" : "string", "default" : "" }, 
  { "name" : "CanDeleteWhenOld", "type" : "bool", "default" : true }, 
 
  { "name" : "Geo", "type" : "float_pair", "null" : true} 
 ] 
"joins" : [ 
{"name" : "hasSource", "type" : "field", "store" : "Source", "inverse" : "hasSocialMediaInput" }, 
{ "name" : "hasConcept", "type" : "index", "store" : "Concept", "inverse" : " hasSocialMediaInput " }, 
{ "name" : "hasCategory", "type": "index", "store" : "Category", "inverse" : " hasSocialMediaInput " }, 
{ "name" : "hasDate", "type": "index", "store" : "Date", "inverse" : " hasSocialMediaInput " }, 
], 
"keys" : [ 
  { "field" : "Title", "type" : "text", "vocabulary" : "text" }, 
  { "field" : "Body", "type" : "text", "vocabulary" : "text" }, 
  { "field" : "Language", "type" : "value" },    

{ "field" : "Date", "type" : "value" } 
 ], 
"timeWindow" : {  
 "duration" : 365, 
 "unit" : "day", 
 "field" : "DateTime" 
 } 
}, 
{ 
 "name" : "Source", 
 "fields" : [ 
  { "name" : "URI", "type" : "string", "primary" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Title", "type" : "string" }, 
  { "name" : "Description", "type" : "string", "default": "" }, 
  { "name" : "Type", "type" : "string", "codebook" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Location", "type" : "float_pair", "null" : true }, 
  { "name" : "City", "type" : "string", "codebook" : true, "null" : true }, 
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Figure 8: QMiner Storage for Social Media 

QMiner can be used for feature vectors extraction from data streams using the data 

importing, normalization, re-sampling, merging and other functionalities. With QMiner data 

can be indexed, queried, aggregated.   

QMiner is implemented in C++, with possibility to implement applications in Javascript.  

Based on the functionalities of QMiner described above, QMiner is a suitable platform for 

storing, accessing and analysis of social media data. Each QMiner storage has a definition 

scheme that specifies the fields and parameters of this storage.  

 

{ "name" : "Country", "type" : "string", "codebook" : true, "null" : true }, 
  { "name" : "CityCountry", "type" : "string", "codebook" : true, "null" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Count", "type" : "int", "default" : 0 }, 
  { "name" : "Importance", "type" : "int", "default" : 0 } 
 ], 
 
"joins" : [ 
{ "name" : "hasSocialMediaInput", "type" : "index", "store" : "Article", "inverse" : "hasSource" } 
 ], 
"keys" : [ 
  { "field" : "Title", "type" : "value" }, 
  { "field" : "Type", "type" : "value" }, 
  { "field" : "Country", "type" : "value" }, 
  { "field" : "City", "type" : "value" }, 
  { "field" : "CityCountry", "type" : "value", "vocabulary": "CityCountry" } 
 ] 
}, 
{ 
"name" : "Concept", 
"fields" : [ 
  { "name" : "URI", "type" : "string", "primary" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Label", "type" : "string", "default" : "" },   

{ "name" : "Type", "type" : "string", "default" : "", "codebook" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Description", "type" : "string", "default" : "", "store" : "cache"  } 
 ], 
"joins" : [ 
{ "name" : "hasSocialMediaInput", "type" : "index", "store" : "Article", "inverse" : "hasConcept" }, 
{ "name" : "hasImage", "type" : "index", "store" : "Image" } 

] 
}, 
 
{ 
"name" : "Category", 
"fields" : [ 
  { "name" : "URI", "type" : "string", "primary" : true }, 
  { "name" : "Label", "type" : "string", "default": "" } 
 ], 
"joins" : [ 
{ "name" : "hasSubcategory", "type" : "index", "store" : "Category", "inverse" : "hasSupercategory" }, 
{ "name" : "hasSupercategory", "type": "field", "store" : "Category", "inverse" : "hasSubcategory" }, 
{ "name" : "hasSocialMediaInput", "type": "index", "store" : "Article", "inverse" : "hasCategory" } 
 ] 
} 
] 
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As stated in Figure 8, QMiner Storage contains the following stores: Social Media Input, 

Concept, Source and Category. 

An example of social media inputs can be tweet or blog, source can be publisher (person 

who published this tweet or blog). Concepts are hashtags for tweeter etc.  

QMiner platform allows us to provide data access for stored data through an API. In such 

way, filtered and aggregated data can be obtained. Data filtering and data aggregation are 

described below in the document. 

5.2 Data parsing 
Social media data that comes from Social Media Observing Components are usually provided 

in JSON format. 

An example of JSON data coming from Twitter is provided below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After getting data in JSON format from Observing Component, data is parsed, enriched, 

transformed into appropriate format for Storage Component and stored.  

5.3 Data filtering 
QMiner functionalities allow filtering data in storage. In line with Symphony WP2 Task 2.1 

we have developed a number of filters for social media data, such as: 

- Filtering by keywords 

{"filter_level":"medium","contributors":null,"text":"Have to say I have the best tutor I have to say. #thank 

you#yummy#myfave http://t.co/3RMccen5hU","geo":{"type":"Point","coordinates":[53.3673084,-

2.9218376]},"retweeted":false,"in_reply_to_screen_name":null,"possibly_sensitive":false,"truncated":false,"lan

g":"en","entities":{"symbols":[],"urls":[],"hashtags":[{"text":"thank","indices":[49,55]}],"media":[{"sizes":{"thum

b":{"w":150,"resize":"crop","h":150},"small":{"w":340,"resize":"fit","h":601},"medium":{"w":579,"resize":"fit","

h":1024},"large":{"w":579,"resize":"fit","h":1024}},"id":439018669470138368,"media_url_https":"https://pbs.t

wimg.com/media/Bhe1J2OIQAAwQuL.jpg","media_url":"http://pbs.twimg.com/media/Bhe1J2OIQAAwQuL.jpg",

"expanded_url":"http://twitter.com/GraciePretty/status/439018671219146752/photo/1","indices":[73,95],"id_

str":"439018669470138368","type":"photo","display_url":"pic.twitter.com/3RMccen5hU","url":"http://t.co/3R

Mccen5hU"}],"user_mentions":[]},"in_reply_to_status_id_str":null,"id":439018671219146752,"source":"<a 

href=\"http://twitter.com/download/android\" rel=\"nofollow\">Twitter for 

Android<\/a>","in_reply_to_user_id_str":null,"favorited":false,"in_reply_to_status_id":null,"retweet_count":0,"

created_at":"Thu Feb 27 12:46:22 +0000 

2014","in_reply_to_user_id":null,"favorite_count":0,"id_str":"439018671219146752","place":{"id":"f7bc5bf3fe

e33aa2","bounding_box":{"type":"Polygon","coordinates":[[[-3.019183,53.311558],[-

3.019183,53.475018999999996],[-2.818002,53.475018999999996],[-

2.818002,53.311558]]]},"place_type":"city","contained_within":[],"name":"Liverpool","attributes":{},"country_c

ode":"GB","url":"https://api.twitter.com/1.1/geo/id/f7bc5bf3fee33aa2.json","country":"United 

Kingdom","full_name":"Liverpool, 

Liverpool"},"user":{"location":"Narnia","default_profile":false,"profile_background_tile":true,"statuses_count":

52,"lang":"en","profile_link_color":"F7FF00","profile_banner_url":"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/303

827714/1384998095","id":303827714,"following":null,"favourites_count":20,"protected":false,"profile_text_co

lor":"EB21D3","description":"determination gets you anywhere in life . studying nutrition 

ljmu","verified":false,"contributors_enabled":false,"profile_sidebar_border_color":"65B0DA","name":"Gracie 

Pretty","profile_background_color":"BA74D6","created_at":"Mon May 23 13:52:52 

+00002011","is_translation_enabled":false,"default_profile_image":false,"followers_count":46,"profile_image_

url_https":"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/378800000768190505/472b4a726186653f647f4f70f777a62

7_normal.jpeg","geo_enabled":true,"profile_background_image_url":"http://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/t

heme10/bg.gif","profile_background_image_url_https":"https://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme10/bg.gi

f","follow_request_sent":null,"url":null,"utc_offset":null,"time_zone":null,"notifications":null,"profile_use_back

ground_image":true,"friends_count":60,"profile_sidebar_fill_color":"5BF060","screen_name":"GraciePretty","i

d_str":"303827714","profile_image_url":"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/378800000768190505/472b4a

726186653f647f4f70f777a627_normal.jpeg","listed_count":0,"is_translator":false},"coordinates":{"type":"Point

","coordinates":[-2.9218376,53.3673084]}} 
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- Filtering by hashtags 

- Filtering by date etc.  

Data filtering allows analyzing social media inputs according to the appropriate features and 

will be used for modeling and nowcasting. 

5.4 Data aggregation 
Data aggregation is a QMiner functionality that summarizes social media inputs by their 

specific characteristics, such as Volume, Sentiment or other characteristics. 

Data aggregation is usually performed with respect to time. In particular, in Symphony WP2 

we have developed a number of aggregation functions that allow viewing how sentiment for 

particular social media inputs (for instance, tweets with keyword “job”) vary with time an 

frequency. In addition, data aggregation features currently include the view into tag cloud, 

trending concepts and keywords for social media. Data aggregation functionalities are 

assumed to be used for modeling and nowcasting purposes. 

6 User interface 
In order to give the users a possibility to observe social media data and perform simple 

analytics tasks based on their experience and intentions, Social Media Component provides 

a User Interface Module.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: User Interface for Social Media Data 

As visible at Figure9, TwitterObservatory is a tool responsible for the interactions with users. 

In line with Symphony WP2 Task 2.1, the User Interface Module is constantly improved by 

JSI. 

Below in this section we demonstrate some functionalities of the User Interface Module for 

Social Media Component. 
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6.1 TwitterObservatory 
As stated above, TwitterObservatory provides a suitable User Interface that allows user to 

view upcoming social media data (tweets), search tweets by different queries and analyze 

the search results within different dimensions.   

One of the TwitterObservatory functionalities demonstrated at Figure 10 is the possibility to 

filter the stored social media data by keywords. Keyword “job” is provided as a filter for our 

storage. 

The users can view the text of tweets, the author of the tweet and the publishing date/time. 

 

 Figure 10: Observed Tweets with Details (Filter: “job”) 

Figure 11 shows a tag cloud for all “job” tweets in the system. 

 

Figure 11: Tag Cloud for Tweets (Filter: ”job”) 
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An aggregation by sentiment is provided at Figure 12. As visible from the graph, social media 

data related to “job” mostly have negative sentiment in selected time period. For the 

convenience of users sentiment is shown at -100 to 100 dimensions. 

 

Figure 12: Sentiment for Tweets (Filter: ”job”) 

 

Another aggregation – by volume - is provided at Figure 13. It is possible to notice some 

peaks and drops in the graph (for instance, peak at Wednesday 23rd of April). 

 

Figure 13: Tweets Timeline (Filter: ”job”) 
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Trending concepts by frequencies are provided at Figure 14 and a graph of interconnected 

hashtags is given at Figure 15.   

 

 Figure 14: Trending Concepts for Tweets (Filter: ”job”) 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Top Hashtags for Tweets (Filter: ”job”) 
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As stated above, the User Interface functionalities are constantly improved and new views 

and settings are being added for the convenience of the users. 

7 Planned work on Cross-lingual and Opinion diffusion tasks 
The aim of cross-language and opinion diffusion tasks in Symphony project is to develop 

functionalities for tracking information flows across social media and to track information 

from its origin (event detection) and its follow-ups (topic-tracking) until the information 

disappears from the social media. 

In addition, in order to figure out biased material, we shall extract from the collected 

documents opinions indicating reporting bias on a particular topic in social media.   

This deliverable describes the basis for Symphony Task 2.2 - Tracking Cross-Lingual 

Information and Opinion Diffusion.  The majority of work performed within Task 2.2 will be 

presented in WP2 deliverable D2.2 - Early version of social media based policy indicators.  

7.1 Tracking cross-lingual information 
In this task we are intending to use the software component9 for cross-lingual detection of 

topic similarity developed in FP7 X-LIKE project which will allow matching of the documents 

with a similar content across the approximately 100 languages (based on statistical model 

trained from Wikipedia).  

 

Figure 16: Cross-lingual Similarity and DMOZ Categorization 

                                                           
9  http://aidemo.ijs.si/xling/wikipedia.html 
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In Symphony Task 2.2 this software module will be adapted and used to social media data 

and cross-lingual topic will be extracted for each social media input. 

Figure 16 demonstrates the cross-lingual DMOZ categorization in action. 

7.2 Opinion diffusion 
Traditionally opinion extraction includes bi-polar sentiment extraction (i.e. extraction of 

positive, negative or neutral opinion). In this task we shall go beyond bi-polar opinion 

extraction to detect clusters of opinions which might reflect better picture of the discussed 

topics. To extract multi-polar opinions we plan to use algorithms which maintain multiple 

clusters (based on incoming data and parameters) reflecting multiple opinions which might 

appear on a particular topic.  

Opinion diffusion functionalities will allow an aggregated view on the intensity, geographical 

spread and time-span of information flow as well as opinion scores and labels for the 

collected content which will allow aggregation along different dimensions as necessary for 

policy modeling. 

Figure 17 demonstrates a schema for Opinion Diffusion that is being applied to our social 

media data in line with Symphony WP2 Task 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Opinion Diffusion Schema 

8 Planned work on data modeling 
An important part of work in Symphony WP2 is Task 2.3 Definition and Development of the 

SYMPHONY social media based expectations’ indicators. In this deliverable we describe the 

background for Symphony Task 2.3.  The majority of work performed within Task 2.3 will be 

presented in deliverable D2.2 - Early version of social media based policy indicators.  
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The Modeling Component demonstrated at Figure 18 will extract innovative expectations 

indicators relevant for policy modeling from the social media stream. Although the work on 

this task starts in M13, the modeling is tightly connected to the social media processing 

infrastructure described in this deliverable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Modeling Expectations 

Below in this task we shall describe the initial plans and efforts toward modeling and 

reflecting expectations and data source currently available for modeling and nowcasting 

purposes.  

8.1 Reflecting expectations 
Figure 19 shows the ABM model with social media mining nowcasting extensions.  

As it is shown at Figure 19, the goal of nowcasting is to connect micro-signals coming from 

social media (such as micro-signals related to stocks, micro-signals related to labor, micro-

signals related to consumers, micro-signals related to real estate and credit, micro-signals 

related to energy) with macro-economic variables. 

In particular, a number of macro-economic variables reflected in the ABM should be 

nowcasted with help of social media.  

In order to perform the modeling and nowcasting, we shall use a set of features extracted 

from social media (features, described in Section 5 of this document, such as volume, 

sentiment, trending concepts or hashtags, features described in Section 7, such as cross-

lingual topics and opinions etc). 
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Figure 19: ABM Extension with Micro Signals from Social Media 

In addition, an extended set of features composed from social media inputs (such as Twitter 

n-grams) will be tested. 

Data extracted from analyzing social media will then be combined with macroeconomic 

data. Correlating both datasets should provide us with a map of relevant sets of social media 

data for each specific macroeconomic indicator. 

First test will be done on data such as NTSF indices and other stock indices relevant to 

regional based crawling of tweets (most twitter data crawled so far is from UK). Also historic 

stock market data provides relatively unbiased, general, frequent and free to use data, 

which we think will be a good starting point for building models. What we are hoping to see 

in the initial steps when correlating twitter and stock market data is spikes in volume of 

published tweets with relevant keywords and hashtags. Through further analysis of different 

correlations we would like to find a map (maybe even a graph) of keywords that best 

responded to events in each macroeconomic data. 

Later we will expand the model for a wide variety of macroeconomic data from different 

fields as mentioned before. Frequency is an important factor in what data will be used, and 

so is diversity. Ideally we want to make a model which will cover all aspects of economic 

environment, so we could study how events in different areas of economy influence public 

opinions which we hope to see mirrored in twitter data. 

Combined features from social media will be correlated with macroeconomic time series, 

with a number of operators for time series analysis used (moving average (MA), exponential 

moving average (EMA), moving average convergence/divergence (MACD), moving norm, 
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variance, moving variance, standard deviation, moving standard deviation, differential, 

derivative, skewness, kurtosis, volatility). Financial data (namely that of stock market and 

foreign exchange variety) will also be processed with other financial operators as to 

extrapolate from it as much as possible. That will include some generally used speculative 

operators. 

8.2 External data sources  
Obtaining the real macroeconomic time series data is crucially important for modeling and 

expectations and nowcasting.  

A number of statistical websites (such as European Commission Databases and European 

Central Bank data warehouse) contain a set of macroeconomic time series available for 

downloads. 

In additional, for a number of macroeconomic time series can be found at the websites 

statistical bureaus of individual EU countries.  

Table 3: Statistical Websites for Individual EU Countries  

EU Country Bureau of Statistics Website 

UK http://www.statistics.gov.uk/hub/index.html 

Italy http://en.istat.it 

Germany https://www.destatis.de/DE/Startseite.html 

Slovenia http://www.stat.si/eng 

Greece http://www.statistics.gr/ 

Spain http://www.ine.es/en/welcome.shtml 

 

European Central Bank (ECB) statistical data warehouse [17] lists macro variables potentially 

relevant for Symphony project (Table 4). Also Google Finance and Yahoo Finance sites 

provide cumulative data in other important macroeconomic areas, especially stock market 

indices (Table 5). These are crucial for initial modeling since it provides us with high 

frequency data that well reflects the state of economy. 

Table 4: Macro Variables (from European Central Bank Statistical Data Warehouse) 

Area Macro variable 

Euro area (changing composition) HICP - Overall index, Monthly Index 

Commodity - Brent crude oil 1-month Forward 

Money Market - Euribor 3-month 
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Benchmark bond - Euro area 10-year Government 

Equity/index - Dow Jones Euro Stoxx Price Index - 

Historical close 

Euro area 18 (fixed composition) Residential property prices 

Gross domestic product at market price, Chain linked 

volumes 

Standardized unemployment, Rate, 25 and over, Total 

(male and female) 

 

Table 5: Additional Macro Variables (Google Finance and Yahoo Finance) 

Area Macro variable 

General data (changing 

composition) 

Foreign Exchange Market - Currency pairs (GBP/EUR) 

Equity/index – Stock market indices - Historical close 

9 Conclusions and future work 
Deliverable D2.1 Social media streams processing infrastructure presents the work 

performed in SYMPHONY WP2 Collective Intelligence for Nowcasting, in particular in 

SYMPHONY Task 2.1 - Establishing Social Media monitoring Data Infrastructure and Task 2.2 

– Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion. 

The developed software components enable monitoring of social media stream including 

enrichment and storing of the data. Cross-lingual social stream monitoring is covered with 

component for statistical cross-lingual text analysis developed in XLike project, while opinion 

diffusion is partially based on Enrycher functionality and partially developed inside the 

Symphony project.  

The future work that will come from Symphony deliverable D2.1 will be concentrated on 

SYMPHONY Tasks 2. 2 (Tracking Cross-Lingual Information and Opinion Diffusion) and Task 

2.3 (Definition and Development of the SYMPHONY social media based expectations’ 

indicators). 

In particular, we shall identify which features are the most relevant for modeling and 

nowcasting of the specific macroeconomic variables. We shall set the mechanisms to 

effectively perform modeling and nowcasting tasks and to provide the results to other 

partners of SYMPHONY project.   
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